WHY NOT IN THE FOREST
“I have never been here before; my breath comes differently,
the sun is outshone by the star beside it.” Kafka [Zürau No 17]
in snowfall, no trace later

wilderness between cells
the longing of words chained
to the specificity of syntax which they slip past in the night
“why not in the forest, where the air moves freely?”
amniotic
anamnesis
our mineral
complicity

ELSEWHERE

for thirty kreuzers
trembling
swollen, unholy, scrubby

strange as
“the delicate throat of a girl”
seen once

THE COMPLAINT

sunk, rudderless in a shallow pond, his mind churns and gives off
sparks like some immense ironworks –– sensation of God-head
encased in a scrawny carcass overwrought with raw thought
spinning, consciousness as a contagious disease inflicting only
oneself, shoaled uncombed –– weeds like sores, stars
I
my eyes

I
I

"I"
I
stranded
I

“the Complaint: if I shall exist eternally, then how shall I exist tomorrow?”
does Spirit bark like a dog? prance through little wavelets at the
Ostrava? does Immanence eat unleavened bread? how can the Soul
bear to live as bone, muscle, blood, mucous, spittle, nausea,
indecision, hi-jinks, time-wasting and pathetic snobberies about
the style of a shoe or cravat? does the Absolute devour knackwürst
with grainy mustard? when Pure Being gets cornered into a frail
and finite self-hood, does it wave its insufficiency like a hanky into
the winds of the Unknown?

VEER

here comes a deer lifting its hooves
carefully across dry leaves then
another their heads raised, fleetness
implied in the stillness that attends
alluvial

and attenuates their progress just as
morning opens its hands in the
meadow of deer a goldfinch veers
into yellow, you remind me of

attentive

goldfinches not so much their bright
swerve but how they interrupt
thought how they kill the idea of
gold or god or going or gone into
untraceable

shadow

protecting

grasses with their flight in the keep
of deer oblique shifts of sight the
lens whirring, you remind me of
goldfinches not their quickness and
yellow but their aptitude for dis-

“even in the most secret emotions”

-appearance when morning opens
its hands the goldfinch is god
flinch a deer turns his head grasses
knitted deep indigo in this
meadow books live undomesticated in rank hemlock sway, are
we their neural couriers their
motion-forest are we their luck

cast into

their fortune their nebulae are we
the mirror of their mirror gone
the Open

out walking gone through mud
and marshy colluvium the exact
pivot where everything can be
healed past healing past the
˘

˘

ʹ′
anapestic flit-flit-flit
of gold-

finches though we are never
finally cured from the affliction of
their flight
their flood
unashamed

